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About This Game
About the Game
Acro Storm is a futuristic racing game which takes you into the galaxy's greatest sport, airbike racing! Take your pick of one of
these high speed machines, and your choice of character, and prove you've got the mettle to race with the best, facing off
against dangerous courses, and dangerous rivals!

The Story So Far
Airbike racing is one of the biggest sports in the galaxy- and for good reason- the thrills, danger, and sheer premise attracts
people of all sorts. Of the many organizations out there, the ACRO (Airbike Competetive Racing Organization) is the biggest
supporter of the sport, and is also the host of the PAR (Pro Airbike Racing) Grand Prix. There's a great deal that goes into the
event, having a great many planets and corporations sponsoring it, in exchange for putting their names on display. The Grand
Prix is also notable for its racing field being a mix of both exclusive invitation and yet having open qualifiers for bold racers to
claim one of the coveted open spots. It is right after these have concluded that Acro Storm begins, as everyone is preparing for
the first race. Countless fears, hopes, dreams, nightmares, and more are all running through their heads as they take the first of
those final steps...

Features
Characters
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(The features described here will appear in the final build of the game. For this early-access version, three of the twelve
characters are available, and their story mode stories are not yet playable.)
A total of twelve characters have made it their mission to win the Pro Airbike Racing Grand Prix, and they've made it to the
final competition. Why? Find out, playing each of their story modes, completing specific challenges that will allow you to
progress in their stories and discover what drives them forward. Characters will interact with each other on and off the track,
giving each a bit more depth than just 'people on bikes'.

Vehicles

(The features described here will appear in the final build of the game. For this early-access game, Pocket and Cruiser classes
are not yet available, nor are most customization options.)
Vehicles in Acro Storm, come in three categories, all with their own pros and cons: Sport, Pocket, and Cruiser. Each of these
vehicle types are not only generally quite variant to the other categories, but can be customized within their own class, so you
can trick out your vehicle just as you like! It's important to find a vehicle type that fits your racing style, as all are viable.

Weapons
There are a plethora of weapons, both offensive and defensive, to carve yourself a path to the winner's podium in the grand prix.
The weapons system is designed in a way that you'll always have multiple weapons to choose from when they're available. It'll
take split second reflexes to figure out the right weapon to choose from, and to utilize it effectively- it'll also take those same
skills to learn to evade weapons. Spinning is a powerful technique that can remove the threat of most projectile weapons
temporarily, and it'll be a vital skill to learn on your way to the top.

There will be more coming soon, as well, such as online features like clans, matchmaking, and more!
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Title: Acro Storm
Genre: Indie, Racing, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Blue Comet Games
Publisher:
Blue Comet Games
Release Date: 28 Dec, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel i5 Series or above
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 640 or above
DirectX: Version 10
Storage: 927 MB available space

English
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Told you I was willing to update my review, and the day has come.
I must say I am impressed by the developer in terms of willingness to communicate and learn from what is said about their
game.
Within an hour of posting my review and video they took the list of issues I outlined and had summaries\/fix ideas for them.
After playing the game since the update I'm changing the review to a recommendation. If the developer continues this level of
community interaction and showing they are willing to work on their product, then things can only get better.
Feel free to check out the gameplay improvements in my updated video:

https:\/\/youtu.be\/r1UwjYy8SZ0

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------OLD REVIEW BELOW:
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Shows potential, but these few things definitely need working on:
-Can see loops and jumps in map preview, yet don't see them in game
-Random changing of position with no AI passing or being passed, ruining the sense of doing anything in the game.
-No music
-No in game list of controls
-Ability to fall through floors, go through walls and end up outside the map
I hate to be harsh on an early access game but at the moment I can't recommend this. Willing to update my review if changes are
made to improve the game.
If you want to see some gameplay and more thoughts check out my video:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/VNh84vAuOMg. High-speed racing game with lots of potential.. This is a game with a lot of promise. It's
also a game that's still in it's infant stages, so I'll cut this short and sweet.
As it is now, Acro Storm has the potential to be a really nice little addition to the futuristic racing genre and a VERY welcome
addition to the "Hover Motocross" sub-series.
The game itself is a futuristic racing game with Mario Kart style power-ups, which comes out feeling like the lovechild of Jet
Moto and Rollcage. At the time of this writing there are four racers, three bikes, four tracks and about nine or ten power-ups.
Of the four characters, there's one human man and three alien women. I found myself using the guy most often simply out of
complacancy. The designs on them are kinda cool, but the modeling work could use some refinement. the bikes offered are all
very beautifully crafted and distinct with the added bonus of allowing you to customize it's color using color sliders. None of the
bikes or players felt very distinct, which can be atributed to the game's infantile state, but it gets the job done as far as having
distinct options when it comes to the bike you ride and the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665you look at while playing.
The racing feels solid for the most part though, paradoxically, the basic turning feels too stiff while the drifting is so loose, it
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feels more like strafing half the time. The power-up system, while absolutely bewhildering in presentation, is adequately
functional once you figure out what the power-ups actually do. While it could use several dozen buckets of Elbow Grease, I'm
already loving the gameplay style this game is trying to go for.
The levels themselves are located in an arena circuit, an arid canyon, a frozen outpost and a seaside industrial facility, all in
varying levels of completion and polish. The tracks really vary for me. The canyon track, being the first one developed, is really
quite fun to race on and the easide industrial facility track is really fast and surprisingly challengng. The ice outpost track, while
incredibly fast, is also a bit....bland...Everything looks the same along the track to me, which makes races seem to drag on
forever. The arena circuit is also pretty boring, being just a simple circle. It need more going on in it.
When it comes to music....the main menu track is pretty bland and uninspired....BUT WOW, DO THE RACETRACK
THEMES SHINE! Each track has it's own distinct theme with it's own distinct style. From a Breakbeat\/Techno track that feels
like it came from a PSX racing game on the canyon stage to an absolutely stunning Trance anthem in the ice outpost, the music
grabbed me from the word go and I have to admit, I oftentimes fire up the game and get in a few laps just to listen to the music!
Not only do the tracks help accentuate the races, but the varying genres help to build upon the enviroments to give them their
own personal flair. Keep this up and I may start begging for an OST!
Overall, I'd say this game needs a LOT more work, but then that's why it's Early Access. I'll be excitedly waiting to see what the
next update brings us because this is shaping up to be the beginning of a beautiful racing game.. Felt like Xtreme GIII racing,
but if you were using the hoverbikes from Jet Moto. It's not bad, I was just hoping for it to be something more than it was.. I bet
most people would describe Acro Strom as "Wipeout and Mario Kart had a baby". There has recently been released some
amount of anti-gravity racers but there aren't many hoverbike games, which in the end are quite different things. You don't use
air brakes here, and genereally the game is more arcadey and generally it does not feel like it wants you to train it every day for
many hours to become a better pilot, as is the vibe that I get from most anti-gravity racers. This game feels to me that it
prioritizes having fun (instead of the "simulation-level skill needed in order to race in these speeds"), via really-easy-to-grasp
mechanics and fantastic sense of speed, nice music and personal presentation. This game really feels that it could have been in
the arcade right between Hydro Thunder and Crazy Taxi, and I mean this in nothing but in a good way.
I have been looking for racing games with one criteria: Let me feel the high speed. I want to go fast! Personally I don't get the
sense of great speed in for example any simulation type of games. I want to go faster! And in my research there are only a
handful of these kind of games available on PC. Acro Storm manages to be one of those.
The game being in pretty early development there is not too much content and as per usual with EA titles, don't buy this game if
you are expecting to get many hours worth of content or if you are impatient or if you can't stand of any inconveniences (such as
lack of tutorials, little bit weirdly acting powerups, little bit "messy" HUD, not rebindalbe keys etc.) Let's just say that there are
pretty rough edges, but the good core is there already. I would describe the current state as a "sample" of the fruits of the
development this far, and I am generally very cautious about EA products, I only buy them when I feel I want to support the
developers for what they are doing.
Nevertheless, the game already offers nice kicks from speed and shows alot of promise with it's personal style.
Now, why do I recommend the game as of now?
+That feel of speed.
+Piloting (Or is it driving? Surely not flying?) feels pretty good.
+Nice music (even though not particularly my favourite kind, it fits in the game\/atmosphere well)
+Personal look
+Tracks and environments are nice (and promising in regard to future tracks).
+Price is really fair at this point.
+Support the developers for doing this hoverbike game (because hoverbikes are preeetty cool don't you agree?) which is a rare
genre and not doing a 16-bit roguelike platformer or a open world survival game. In the end, if you buy early access titles you
don't just buy the game for what it is now, you buy it with a promise that it will get better, and you will buy it because you want
to give your support. Also it is already fun to play, so there is that thing too!
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